B hinge Fabric, Cut 1
Lining, Cut 1

Zippered Pouch 2024-04-19
inner size: 13.9 × 8.7 × 3.2
outer size: 15.2 × 10 × 4.5
zipper: 1.5 cm

C padded_side Fabric, Cut 1
added Lining, Cut 1

C1 padded_side Fabric, Cut 1
Lining, Cut 1
Zippered Pouch
2024-04-19
inner size: 13.9 × 8.7 × 3.2
outer size: 15.2 × 10 × 4.5
zipper: 1.5

Fabric, Cut 2

Lining, Cut 2
Zippered Pouch
2024-04-19
inner size: 13.9 × 8.7 × 3.2
outer size: 15.2 × 10 × 4.5
zipper: 1.5

**B1**
**padded_hinge**
Padded Lining, Cut 1

**A**
**face**
Fabric, Cut 2
Lining, Cut 2

**D2**
**half_pocket**
Pocketing, Cut 1